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* Expect chaos to rain now and to the end of the year and possibly beyond depending on 

how things unfold. Cabal are in complete turmoil now as they dont know which way to 

turn. Some are now considering quitting the old system and going with a new one. Expect 

a raft of false flags particularly before and on Tuesday to disrupt everything that is going 

on. Expect to see more firings within the government, military and agency fields. Fear 

porn will ramp up heavily, dont give it energy. California incident another shooting last 

friday, portal people arranging mass protests, mobs threatening people in their homes, it's 

all playing out as forecasted in last weeks show. Coming soon impeachment and election 

tampering to all consume your energy, don't feed it. It is all about to get very bumpy. 

 

*Jon Von Wright won the battle to be the head penis of the dragon, known as The Pindar. 

Into the seat he went and began to unroll his plans, keys and codes, only to find like all 

previous in last 11 years, none of them have the keys or the codes to the system, didn't 

stop them trying to hack into the system again though, with the devastating consequences 

of doing that, boy are they desperate, wrecking their servers in a vain attempt to steal 

funds to keep themselves going. Annabelle was the latest money system machine rolled 

out, like all others - it failed. 

 

* So jon von wright is not going to bank of england like Ann oh no. He's going to 

switzerland vault on friday to collect 175000 MT of AU, not going to happen but he 

thinks swiss aka Rothschilds is his key 

 

*Watch Supreme Court all is not what it seems today, out with old in with new 

 

*As predicted many times previously on this show despite others saying trust him, Jeff 

Sessions like Mnuchin before him and Mccabe, McCain and others past and the future, 

has now departed. Others mentioned in previous shows will follow. Some made a Rod for 

their own back. I wonder what happens if some of the democrats extra house members 

are on the indictment list? 

 

*Political dramas have little to no bearing on what we are trying to do, yes there was 

more election interference and that will continue while rogue elements operate and also 

the two party system, it actively encourages it due to competitive mindsets. A piece I did 

recently that caused much furore as it was twisted into something it was not, on a 

pondering level only, take Kim out of that piece altogether and there is an underlying 

issue with Mr. Trump, not him per se, but the very fact which is undeniable, of that he is 

divisive, character wise only (I must stress that before clowns misinterpret again) Trump 

is one of those people you meet in all walks of life with no grey area, it is all black and 

white, which does have benefits, but currently raises more concerns from me personally. 
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People either love him or hate him, and that, from a social aspect is based on the duality 

aspect, the system loves nothing more than the duality aspect, it's all divide and conquer, 

a reversal of life really, because in life, cells divide and increase, not decrease. In relation 

to Trump there is no middle ground with the man, whereby people can be swayed one 

way or another, in politics that middle ground in terms of voters is essential, and that is 

why I wrote that piece because of my concerns, Tuesday's voting bore out some of those 

concerns. Message to Mr. President please implement one or more of the suggestions or 

declarations from MWHT and that tilt of balance, will not only improve the countries 

position, but also your own, lets fight fire with fire and get things rolling shall we. The 

other issue is and I have banged on about this for years, and a failure to definitively 

address it, also cost Trump on Tuesday as well, our old friends the portal people, known 

as MSM. How can you operate or run anything in this country with sycophants running 

the brain programming 24/7? With a slant on everything against the government and 

Trump in particular? Simple answer is you cant? I kept warning in these shows, moreso 

recently about acting now, not later or it will comeback to bite, with election results, now 

it has, watch them have a field day now.  

 

*Following further attempts to block funding related to MWHT out of the Treasury by 

various sources, so actions against those who continue to deny due process and also use a 

flagrant abuse of their power. The Federal Reserve servers were shut down last night, that 

is likely to be permanent, other servers who dabble in the affairs of the Treasury have 

also been shut down including The Pentagon, State Dept, Dept of Justice, NATO, UN, 

SSp and UBS. The Pentagon contacted the CIA and also FBI requesting help to put them 

back on, CIA and FBI told them we can't, and you know what happens if you mess with 

their server, it gets fried. HSBC and SSp in Virginia Naval base are still not back up and 

running following their earlier attempts at messing with the Quantum System. And we 

are guessing you do not care your servers are down as you are not serving the USA and 

president and American citizens, but serving China deep state. So, perhaps China can 

give you their intelligence systems to use, or better yet relocate the Pentagon to Hong 

Kong and we can build a new military which serves the USA. Message to the clowns 

who deny due process and continue to abuse your power, the servers will remain off until 

you back off blocking the funds, of payments due in and out of The Trust, we don't care 

how long it takes we can play the long game, so if you want your servers back on, back 

off blocking the funds release, it's that simple. Your old system has failed repeatedly, 

your successive Pindars have failed repeatedly, your waiting for non existent funding 

from fake Chinese Elders aka The Rothschilds and the Dragon Families has failed 

repeatedly, and what's more will continue to do so. All of you are committing high level 

treason against this country, The President and it's people, as you are propagating a 

financial assassination program of this country, perpetrated by the very people, many of 

you all still bow down to. At which point does your conscience kick in? at which point 

does the love of your country kick in? at which point do you think it is time to serve the 
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people of this country, including your own families? At which point do you think you 

have an honor to protect and serve the taxpayers who pay your wages? At which point 

does your oath to protect and serve kick in? Your choice now release the funds at The 

Treasury and the subsequent banks for recieval of funds, or your servers will remain 

down permanently, we are not messing around with you people anymore, time to do the 

right thing to go forward with us all, or continue your own demise. We would welcome a 

roundtable meeting with you all, where we can sit down with you and explain how the 

real system worked, it doesn't anymore, explain how you have all been lied to, no matter 

how many titles or badges you have, and explain how we can all go forward for a better 

future for us all, one that doesn't require eliminating vast quantities of the world's people. 

We are open to it and any given time just make the necessary arrangements and we will 

be available to show a better path, that's inclusive not exclusive. 

 

 *the truth dam has many holes or aspects to it and the fight to keep the dam (the system 

in place) has many players in it, what is ongoing now is something so massive it is 

beyond comprehension of all, between those who are fighting to breakdown the dam, and 

those who wish to band aid it back together again. Some are playing in the 

financial/banking realm, some are in the political realm, some are in the crime/corruption 

realm, some are in the religious construct realm, some are in the cor-pirate realm, some 

are in the faction realm, some are in the families realm, some are in as what is known as 

The Order realm, some are in the ET/NT realm, some playing in the spirit realm and 

some in the Universe and multiverse realm, a few are engaged in all of the above. The 

most massive undertaking ever seen on a planet, a steady but extraordinarily fast pace of 

takedown of the old system and replacing it with a new system, and yet too many still 

think nothing is happening, things are going too slowly, the simple answer to that, is you 

just have not grasped the enormity of what is taking place, the very fact you are listening 

to this show here in 2018, is a change in and of itself. The problem is it is an internal 

change, like doing shadow or inner work where the only plaudits received is by you, as 

only you will know whether you have done it or not, but many always seek external 

gratification from others, this is in essence neglecting the self. How can you trust in 

others, if you don't trust the self? the neglecting of the self is why so many have issues, 

either because they think all issues are outside of them, react in finger pointing mode at 

the ills or plight of others, or don't like to face the self through guilt, shame or low self 

esteem, which the latter is the most common plight of humanity. We all wait for the 

external war to unfold whereby we get validated (and yet have we not already been 

validated, many times over, so why do we still seek, what we already have?) the funding, 

the arrests, the visual changes, all are external, and a share of the spoils of the real war, 

which is internal of you all. The war for the minds and hearts of the people, again they 

are internal aspects not external, they have tried everything to mess with and interfere 

with your progress, and yet you are all still here, is that not the greatest change and 

victory? the odds were heavily stacked against you, and yet despite all the shit thrown at 
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you, you still remain steadfast in yourself and conviction, again I ask is that not the 

ultimate triumph? Society ills are a reflection of society itself, which won't please many 

hearing that, but sadly it is true. We have a sick and unbalanced society because too many 

people are sick mentally and physically and unbalanced, what we have tried to do with 

this show is to heal and rebalance, you will find as more do so, more of life's ill will 

suddenly start to dissipate, and all that will be left of the sick and unbalanced, will be the 

psychopaths. 

 

*We have 1 member who thinks trump is like the antichrist, many don't, many think 

savior, none of those assumptions are correct, Trump is like anyone else just doing a job 

the same as everybody else, a more important job than some I agree, but the key is, is he 

able to run the country like a President should do, or is he just a puppet like all the rest? 

For two centuries now governments and leaders have had little or no say in how they 

would run their respective countries, all of that was done in secret backroom and under 

the cover of darkness to us all. The day people accept that as reality en masse, is the day 

this country begins to grow, not regress. The sheer fervor of those following the election, 

which is in essence more times than not pre-decided, is not lost on me as an observer, if 

only people put that much energy into their everyday lives of helping, caring and sharing, 

boy would we have a nicer world to live in, yet too many remain totally ignorant of the 

basic facts, both in terms of the people and also those you are voting for, I hope by the 

time the next election comes around, the people will be more aware of what many of us 

all know, and we can make better informed decisions on how we as a peoples can go 

forward. 

 

*The migrant caravan heading north to the US from Central America is further evidence 

that the old world is dying and the new struggles to be born. There is much the ancient 

world can teach us; and one of its most salient lessons is that mass migration – the 

product of conflict, societal collapse and/or extreme poverty – is capable of destroying 

the most powerful of empires. Consider Rome, whose legions bestrode the ancient world 

like a colossus for a thousand years, and whose great and cruel, and most illustrious 

names – Caesar, Pompey, Augustus, Nero, Hadrian, Vespasian, Constantine, et al. – still 

induce awe and wonder despite the passage of millennia. At its height, it would have 

been the very acme of insanity to claim that an empire that stretched from the Italian 

peninsula all the way across Western Europe and down into North Africa and the Middle 

East, could possibly be erased from the pages of history. Yet erased it was when in 476 

CE, what was then known as the Western Roman Empire was brought to its knees after 

successive barbarian invasions, made up of Germanic tribes, finally succeeded in 

penetrating the borders of the empire, leading ultimately to its demise. The symbols of 

Roman power – the imperial vestments, diadem and purple cloak – were sent to 

Constantinople (Istanbul), the seat of power of the eastern half of the empire at that time. 

It brought the curtain down on hundreds of years of history, confirming that no empire, 
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regardless of its economic and military might, lasts in perpetuity. In truth, Rome’s demise 

had been a long time coming; the contradictions of an empire run on the basis of slavery, 

tribute, and plunder were so great it was inevitable they would become insurmountable. 

Under Rome’s rule, millions lived in poverty and squalor, supporting an elite whose 

wealth and ostentation was so obscene it became increasingly untenable. 

 

* Following on from my series From Russia with love, of how global elites operating 

with Khazarians not Jews or Israel, of how they destroyed a country from within, and it 

was they who implemented Communism into Russia and China, not the Russian or 

Chinese peoples. After the Bolshevik Revolution, Standard [Oil] of New Jersey 

[Rockefeller] bought 50 per cent of the Nobel’s huge Caucasus oil fields even though the 

property had theoretically been nationalized [by Russia]. (O’Connor, Harvey, The 

Empire Of Oil, Monthly Review Press, New York, 1955, p.270.)” “In 1927, Standard Oil 

of New York [Rockefeller] built a refinery in Russia, thereby helping the Bolsheviks put 

their economy back on its feet. Professor Sutton states: ‘This was the first United States 

investment in Russia since the Revolution.’ (Ibid, Vol.1, p.38)” “Shortly thereafter 

Standard Oil of New York and its subsidiary, Vacuum Oil Company [Rockefeller], 

concluded a deal to market Soviet oil in European countries and it was reported that a 

loan of $75,009,000 to the Bolsheviks was arranged. (National Republic, Sept.1927.)” 

“…Wherever Standard Oil would go, Chase National Bank was sure to follow. (The 

Rockefeller’s Chase Bank was later merged with the Warburg’s Manhattan Bank to form 

the present Chase Manhattan Bank.) In order to rescue the Bolsheviks, who were 

supposedly an archenemy, the Chase National Bank was instrumental in establishing the 

American-Russian Chamber of Commerce in 1922. President of the Chamber was Reeve 

Schley, a vice-president of Chase National Bank. (Ibid, Vol.11, p.288) “According to 

Professor Sutton: ‘In 1925, negotiations between Chase and [Russian] Prombank 

extended beyond the finance of raw materials and mapped out a complete program for 

financing Soviet raw material exports to the U. S. and imports of U. S. cotton and 

machinery.’ (Ibid, Vol.11, p.226) Sutton also reports that ‘Chase National Bank and the 

Equitable Trust Company were leaders in the Soviet credit business.’ (Ibid, p.277)” “The 

Rockefeller’s Chase National Bank also was involved in selling Bolshevik bonds in the 

United States in 1928. Patriotic organizations denounced the Chase as an ‘international 

fence.’ Chase was called ‘a disgrace to America… “’The Soviet government has been 

given United States Treasury funds by the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal 

Reserve Banks acting through the Chase Bank and the Guaranty Trust Company and 

other banks in New York City.” “’Open up the books of Amtorg, the trading organization 

of the Soviet government in New York, and of Gostorg, the general office of the Soviet 

Trade Organization, and of the State Bank of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and 

you will be staggered to see how much American money has been taken from the United 

States’ Treasury for the benefit of Russia. “Find out what business has been transacted 

for the State Bank of Soviet Russia by its correspondent, the Chase Bank of New York’. 
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(Congressional Record, June 15, 1933.)” “But the Rockefellers apparently were not alone 

in financing the Communist arm of the Insiders’ conspiracy. According to Professor 

Sutton ‘… there is a report in the State Department files that names Kuhn, Loeb & Co. 

(the long established and important financial house in New York) as the financier of the 

[Russians’] First Five Year Plan. See U. S. State Dept. Decimal File, 811.51/3711 and 

861.50 FIVE YEAR PLAN/236.’ (Sutton, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 340n.)” For fifty years the 

Federal Reserve-CFR-Rockefeller-Insider crowd has advocated and carried out policies 

aimed at increasing the power of their satellite, the Soviet Union. Meanwhile, America 

spends billions a year on defense to protect itself from the enemy the Insiders are 

building up.” Later we had the cold war, which was another illusion given the above 

facts, and in essence was another syphon of funds out of America, remember all the 

nuclear firing codes for each country was housed in America, again another illusion of 

fear and war rhetoric. Then cold war ends and in steps next syphon of American funds 

called NATO (which is a play on words of celebrating ATON) Nato is the Rothschilds 

own private army, and guess who paid for all of that? yes the American people again, 

well that nonsense is about to end permanently. Ya see this is what I have been saying 

since I started doing radio shows, whilst joe public and some alt media continue to play 

the boogeyman is over there, when I have said all along the real boogeymen were on our 

own soil. It is past time to remove these rogue elements, their programs and their banks, 

once and for all. 

 

*Bisexuality refers to a person who is attracted to people who are the same gender as 

themselves, as well as those of different genders. Pansexuality is an identity label used to 

describe a person who is attracted to all gender identities. Celebrities and activists have 

helped introduce the idea of pansexuality into mainstream culture, and that's helping to 

educate others. A growing number of celebrities, such as Miley Cyrus, Janelle Monae, 

and Jazz Jennings, are publicly self-identifying as pansexual. And as a result, the term 

has entered our mainstream lexicon, leaving some to question what pansexuality means 

and how it differs from bisexuality. Traditionally, many people have understood 

"bisexual" to mean "attracted to men and women," but bisexual people have long defined 

it more broadly than that. But "man" and "woman" doesn't even come close to covering 

all of the gender identities that exist. Facebook alone offers nearly 60 gender options for 

users to choose from when assembling their profiles. And as we know, gender is fluid, 

and there are more genders out there than the typical binary we're used to. 

 

* A FORMER politician sensationally claims the legendary Illuminati is REAL and 

secretly trying to run world affairs from behind the scenes. That former politician is 

Simon Parkes, no Simon you may convince many outside of this group Illuminati still 

exists, it doesn't, information and bs'ery have moved on Simon, it is not 2013-14 again. 

All the sleight of hand game again, you focus on this which doesn't exist any more, whilst 

we play faction games, except many of us are just not that stupid or naive anymore. 
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*Lots of people saying they want a meeting with ET's or NT's, but what if they already 

contacted you and you didn't recognize it as such? it all comes down to piece I did a short 

time back of what is proof? what if a strange person walks up to you and says I am an ET 

or NT, would you believe it? would you ask someone else to validate it? why is that 

validating person more knowing than you? it is all about YOU and your experience and 

also how you interpret it. We could have a mass line up on TV with Trump, and some 

will say it's fake, so it all boils down to what is proof? I spent 35 years chasing them, only 

to finally see the pattern, they have been around me all the time, many to protect, some to 

challenge, some to damage. Have some of them mixed amongst us? absolutely more than 

you all realize, but some have come out and interacted for varying reasons, but the key is, 

do you "see"? you really have to expand your field of consciousness, beyond seeing is 

believing, you cant see oxygen but it exists as you breathe and live, you cant see "god" 

but 4B believe it exists, you cant see coal, water, oil, diamonds etc that exist below our 

feet, but you know it is there, well actually you don't know it is there, you just assume it 

does, as you have not seen with your own eyes. But what if you are in tune with energies 

around you? you will get intuition it is there in some form, but without the intuition 

pattern on full alert, most get missed. A question was asked why don't they just walk up 

to us and announce they are ET's?, but do you walk up to another person along the road 

and say hi I am human? People never ask why does that persons eyes look funny? Their 

eyes are the key to seeing, windows to the soul, or in some cases to an empty vessel. We 

all see odd looking humans, but never recognize the pattern or ask the question are they 

actually human? so with that mindset pattern you are guaranteed never to "see", you have 

to remember up until August 2016, they, the ET's and NT's were here to enforce martial 

law under stealth, so why would they walk up to you and tell you they are here? It is not 

time for mass meet and greet, we are not ready for that yet, and I don't expect that for 

quite sometime, but they are still around and some work amongst you, I was served in a 

restaurant by a NT, all staff were NT, much of the town was NT, people will have walked 

past, interacted with and bumped into NT's, so you have all met them, but did your mind 

pattern prevent you connecting the dots. Have you been to Las Vegas? then you will have 

walked past several of them. Many of you have met them in your "dreamtime" and you 

have already seen them, but perhaps you dismissed it as just a dream? Dreams for most 

are not classed as a real experience, and yet they are replays of different timelines and 

time/space. The key is people use their eyes too much as a barometer and not the 6th+ 

sense, or the multi dimsensional aspect of the self, seeing with eyes in 3D is not always 

believing, look down a straight railway line, does it come to a point where both rails meet 

or are the eyes tricking you? Some will say it is not fair they meet with a few certain 

people and not them, but there is a valid reason for meeting certain people globally, the 

issue was too few outside the deep state were aware of the problem, so it does sometimes 

become a few who deal with it on the basis of the whole of humanity, we will be doing a 

show soon based on that very accusation, that The Trust and team and The Council it is 
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suggested is acting on behalf of humanity without due discourse, but how can we do due 

discourse when so many wont partake in it? and when many don't know it actually exists? 

How many stood up when the call was made? very few I can tell you from experience, 

you all received the message and yet too few responded, why? because you hadn't 

sufficiently developed the self to be able to hear the call, that is not a criticism, that is a 

fact. But question remains how long would it take to get ALL humanity on board before 

we can then act on it? do you think that is a valid point or argument to make?  

 

Q Thomas you mentioned in one of the recent shows that a lot of children nowadays miss 

the window of opportunity to develop properly and reach the mental planes. Can you 

elaborate on what as a parent I can do in order to ensure proper development or perhaps 

where to look for answers? Thank you!  

 

* HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, BIRTH, LIFE AND DEATH A human being's 

development is at it's most critical point between the ages 0-6, this is where the full 

development of the neurons required to obtain intelligence later in life is formed. Many 

types of information needs to be absorbed before ages 4-6, a failure to do so will result in 

the neurons failing to fully develop etheric bodies, a brain without a fully developed 

etheric body cannot develop any further on the evolutionary path, as will not be able to 

obtain the astral level and beyond. Only the full development of the etheric body can 

expand the space and open a qualitative barrier (i.e. a portal) between the etheric and 

astral. When a failure in the development of a child to create an astral body, the body will 

still function as a normal organism, but will show little or no signs of intelligent thinking 

or actions in it's life, as it cannot progress to the mental bodies. A human being is not 

born with intelligence, but only with the right stimulus does it have the potential to 

become so. Development of the etheric is done before 6, the astral development level 

must be completed by 14-18 years old, if not the spirit is unable to progress to a level 

above what it had when it joined the fertilized ovum, but if astral level is completed then 

the development of the 1st mental body begins and is completed around 30-33, it is at this 

point some will remember past life and awareness of the spirit, if done successfully the 

etheric, astral and 1st mental bodies combine and work in harmony, and can then 

facilitate a rapid growth after that to the other 3 mental bodies, providing you are pure of 

and a generous open heart, it is at this stage you are able to heal others, influence nature 

and do all kinds of other things that is beyond the imagination, and declared not possible 

by our science community, but those that attain those levels, have frequently been used 

and abused by certain black budget/black and white magik project style groups, super 

soldiers being an example. The vessel itself has an in built safety mechanism like a 

protective shield called a psi field, which is made up of 14B neurons, when fully 

developed, it provides the ability to solve all problems the being may encounter, the 

purpose of this field becomes more apparent in the astral level environment. This psi field 

whilst supportive is also vulnerable to vampiric attack if entities breakthrough the 
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qualitative barrier from the astral thru etheric and into the physical realm, the field is 

strongest during the day but weaker of a night between 12 and 4am, some regions or 

zones of the barrier have more positive aspects, but some are negative zones that make 

access for these entities to manifest, all depends on the strength or weakness of the 

barriers aligned with particular areas. It is one of the reasons why people have poor sleep 

patterns, frequent illnesses and higher percentage of deaths, as the vampiric entities attack 

the weak barriers more and cause more damage to the organisms contained in the weak 

zone. It is possible for all species on a planet to combine their collective psi fields, then it 

becomes a monitoring mechanism that regulates the balance between the population and 

the ecosystem, this is in essence of the meaning of living in harmony with the all, 

working example of this is ants. At the moment of death the psi field of an organism is 

destroyed, the flow of primary matter out, erupts and opens up a number of qualitative 

barriers of the various levels of the planet, an energetic channel then opens and the spirit 

of the organism returns to the level equal to the level it has obtained during it's personal 

evolutionary cycle, so an astral level being will then reside in the astral layer of the 

planet, most humans will go to the lower astral, only higher attainment beings will reside 

in the higher astral, it is said very few humans attain the level to reach the mental planes. 

Our cells each have roles to play in our evolutionary cycle. Bone, Cartilage and sexual 

cells have only etheric bodies, connected and adipose tissues known as body fat have 

etheric and lower astral bodies, muscle tissue have complete etheric and astral bodies, 

blood and nerve cells have etheric, full astral and 1st mental bodies, nerve tissue cells 

from the brain and spinal cord have etheric, full astral and 1st mental bodies. The 

evolutionary aspect of human species here was proceeding well here with Neandrathal 

man, but the next evolutionary development was not from here but came from outside of 

this planet, homo sapiens were that being. Initially we struggled to oust the previous more 

natural evolutionary species, as they were better adapted, more numerous and a lot 

stronger than we were, and so outside help came in and removed the Neanderthals. 

BIRTH The stages of a birth will surprise many, you think from the egg there is a direct 

human? well here is what takes place during pregnancy. When a mother is about to 

conceive an energetic eruption occurs that matches the energy connection of the 

organism, a channel opens through a number of barriers between the planetary spheres, 

the channel then pulls in a spirit that is genetically consonant with that species. A rapid 

growth of cells reaches a point when an etheric body of a fish, that once harmonized, the 

fish begins to develop in the human bio mass, this is the 1st month. Now the embryonic 

growth occurs quicker in a human than a fish and in the 2nd month the fish is replaced 

with an etheric body of a higher rate of growth, this is an amphibian, the human and 

amphibian cells then cojoin and the waste cells of the fish enters the placenta as a by 

product, it is at this stage that miscarriage is at it's optimal point. If during the latter 

stages of birth 5 months onwards, a miscarriage occurs, the spirit does not have an energy 

channel to return to it's original evolutionary level and subsequently has to drop down to 

a lower level of spiritual development, and at the mercy of the astral animals with the 
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possibility of potential consumption of the said spirit, which would end that spirit 

permanently. In the 3rd month the amphibian is replaced by a reptile (rest assured this is 

not a draco type being or like the baby delivered in the original V series), growth 

continues at a pace now, until 4th month when the reptile is replaced by a mammal. It is 

the 5th month when a human spirit form enters for the first time, the 6th month the tail 

falls off and the embryo takes on the human etheric body until birth. What happens to 

spirits of extinct beings? of which there has been thousands on this planet, well because 

there is no host to create the channel with which to enter, those spirits attain sustenance in 

any way they can to keep going on their relevant plane of existence, sometimes they can 

adapt to other levels of existence and these are known as astral animals, but the majority 

become the loosh farmers we hear of on the physical sphere, feeding off our energy to 

keep going. Perhaps we have a lesson to learn here, as extincting species at the rate we 

are doing is creating more and more loosh beings or energetic vampires for their correct 

term, or perhaps this is being done deliberately to keep the harvest going. Much of the 

astral planes have been cleared to my knowledge and so extincting species here then 

partially refills that void. Once an individual on a spiritual development level rises 

beyond the astral level into the mental bodies, then the development rises exponentially, 

mental power will always transcend brute power, as the mental bodies increase the power 

of thought i.e. manifestation increases with it. This type of power is only endowed in the 

spirit body that has developed innocent thought, pure soul and a generous open heart, 

those of evil intentions and power are unable to gain this through their own evolution, 

and so subsequently drag others down to their level, this is largely what has taken place 

here and the descent of man. Evil and it's power is an illusion, that is given to it by the 

majority of people due to their lack of awareness of the other levels of reality. What 

happens when someone kills someone, well there are consequences for both, the killing 

of another person who hasn't completed their evolutionary cycle, the victim moves to the 

next level down on the evolutionary cycle.  The killer has to generate a large amount of 

rage with which to kill another person, what happens here is a flood of negative energy 

pulses through the physical, etheric and astral layers, it floods the astral level and 

transforms it, with dire consequences for the killer. The negative emotions only feed the 

lower astral level, if that person had obtained the full astral that channel is cut and unable 

to develop, the killer is then stuck in lower astral level, and the astral body goes into 

extremes, upon the killers death he will only be able to go to the lower astral level where 

the extinct beings like dinosaurs, predators and parasites reside. I think this is known as 

karmic law. DEATH When a human, plant or animal dies it loses it's physical body, 

within 3 minutes of death the psi field breaks down and a channel is created for the spirit 

to go to it's appropriate level of learning. It cannot jump levels but there are 

circumstances where it can go down levels, for example if the spirit wants to manifest to 

the physical level, but this is at some cost to the spirit, as it must surrender some of it's 

potential. This type of scenario has been played out here many times, but moreso now 

than before as I understand it, spirits of very high value and learning have compressed 
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themselves at this time, to come in and fix the AI and matrix system and other issues 

from within, it could only be done from within due to the nature of the tech. Imagine for 

one minute being amongst the stars and planets, creating and moving them with thought, 

to coming into these limited toys we call bodies, it's quite a sacrifice to those souls who 

undertook that task, even more so when the energy signature is detected, as that leads to 

targeting of said individuals or being taken hostage and used for nefarious purposes, 

cough, cough The Vatican. After death and the spirits ascends to it's designated level, a 

cord remains to physical body, the dying off of neural tissue leads to a disconnect of the 

mental body of the being after 9 days, following further decay the cord disconnects from 

the astral level after 40 days, after one year when all the marrow of the bone is gone, the 

final cord the etheric is released and all that remains is the physical vessel, it is at this 

point that the spirit no longer has any connection to the body. The spirit disconnection 

process can be sped up by cremation, as all the tissue and marrow can be removed 

quicker to disconnect the cords If a person dies in a violent death the spirit goes down 

one level as it has not completed it's evolutionary cycle, if a person commits suicide the 

spirit will only be able to reside in the etheric level, and is left open to predators, which if 

consumed by them, means an end to that spirit. So, the childs development is of ultra 

importance between ages of 0-6, teach them how read, draw, write and basic arithmetic, 

read to them, challenge them, play with them, engage them, that way you set them onto 

their own soul journey path, that is your role as a parent, I don't care how busy you are, 

you make the time, it is important for their future and the future of our species. 

 

*it is of great sadness we have these range of emotions, which are not prevalent to all 

species, and yet use so many emotions for negative reasons you brush your teeth why? 

fear of losing them, you take tablets why? fear of being sick or dying you eat the so 

called right foods? fear of being sick or dying, why do you take vitamins, fear of being 

sick, you do and tolerate shitty jobs why? fear of not having enough A fear of courts, 

police, govts, tax people all irrational fears unless you are in trouble, then fear of being 

jailed a fear of speaking in public, a fear of heights, a fear of going in the water, a fear of 

going outside (agrophobia), fear of spiders, we dont let our kids play out of fear, many 

wont go out of a night due to fear, a fear of going too fast in a vehicle, a fear of flying, 

fear in new relationships as females worry about their breast size and men their penis size 

not meeting requirements, who decided the requirements of size? some people get 

enhancements for source sake, why? as the saying goes anything more than a mouthful is 

wasted lol, a fear of having a one off consentual sexual encounter incase others think they 

are cheap, a fear of partners exploring each other sexually incase the other thinks they are 

a pervert, people stay single for fear of being hurt again, a fear of same sex people, a fear 

of black people, a fear of Jews, a fear of doing a test or an exam, a fear of doing an 

interview, fear of nuclear war, fear of any war, peer pressure a fear of not fitting in, cabal 

follow a failed program why? fear, they are riddled with fear also, main one the people 

rising up, many people are unable to speak the and their truth, why? fear. Another 
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program that is damaging to many, being wrong in whatever circumstances it applies, but 

step back from it and look at life, how do you expect to be right in anything? with so 

much illusion, delusion and outright fakery, when so much of society wears masks of 

illusion to cover up their weaknesses, traumas, pains, guilt, too few allow themselves to 

be themselves, and prefer to conform to a program we all participate in, the personal 

mask of the self, many mask up their real feelings again because of fear, a fear of what 

other people think, but why do we all do that, when everyone else has the same fear, why 

cant we just be? Many people villify themselves because they did or got something 

wrong, but isn't all about perspective again? cabal think they are right in what they do, 

clearly we don't. People worry they have followed wrong people in the alt media, why 

worry haven't we all? you will have gained something of value following all of them, key 

is picking out the bits required on your new learning curve. But why is it so hard for most 

of people to hold their hands up and admit they were wrong? Relationships ruined 

because one cannot see the error of their ways, arguments that sometimes leads to 

physical violence, because someone wont admit they were in the wrong, why do we all 

fight so strenuously to hold onto and defend the lie, when it takes so much less energy 

and physical stress to just admit you were wrong, the big question is, if being right is the 

be all and end all, isn't admitting being or doing wrong, actually being right? Fear 

damages your main organs and causes breakdowns within them, that can and will lead to 

poor health and even death, the classic example is the heart attack, fears and stress can 

directly cause that to happen, so why not change it? The list is endless, but we do more 

actions out of fear than we do out of love, and that is what we are trying to change, there 

are many things to do and explore, if fear was toned down or eliminated to a point it is 

not impacting your life and your love of experiences. Life is all about experiences is it 

not, but how are you experiencing life with so many fears? poorly is the answer. So what 

can we all do? For one stop being so judgmental of others, that is a program in and of 

itself, does it matter Mary has small boobs or John has a small penis, if you love that 

person? it doesn't matter. We must learn and pass on to embrace life and all of it's 

experiences, and quit the limitation program called fear, and love all, and life, for all that 

it offers up. Learn to embrace life for all of it's nuances, do things you love to do as much 

as time and energy allows, be creative it feeds the soul.  

 

 


